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Your job is great. Your officemates? Not so much. Here’s how to neutralize the
ones who seem hell-bent on destroying your sanity. BY CHRIS GAETANO
Big shocker, I know. But the fact of
You're not going to like all of your co-workers.
will encounter all sorts of human
the matter is, in the course of your career, you
and may even inspire you to actively
beings who will test your faith in our species
ing off your clothes and living out the
stripp
root against it. Moving to the mountains,
be one way to deal with the situation,
rest of your life as a hunter-gatherer might
to identify these tricky office
but the more practical approach is to learn how
your work life.
on
creatures and minimize the impact they have
are your peers and need only to
Sometimes, the difficult personalities in your office
imes, they're your managers—
somet
be managed in a more deliberate fashion. But
but you also feel captive
ness,
crazi
their
to
ed
in which case, you're not just expos
and, occasionally, bigger guns—hello,
to it. Since the latter requires bigger thinking
straight for our "Sasquatch" entry
HR—if you're stressing over a bad boss, head
on page 14.

The Weasel

also known as “duplex inprobus”
(duplicitous jerk)

infuriating types of co-workers
Otherwise, here is but a brief sampling of the
. There is a chance that a
them
you'll encounter and strategies for defanging
hybrid species, and
amed
t-unn
as-ye
,
colleague may be part of some scary
all.
them
read
to
best
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fall under more than

HOW TO IDENTIFY ONE

UNDERSTANDING THEIR BEHAVIOR

At first blush, Weasels seem to be

These individuals, said Anat Lechner,

work with. Ask them to jump and they

New York University’s Stern School of

some of the nicest people you’ll ever
say, “How high?” You tell them how
high and that you expect that jump

to be made by Wednesday. But then

Wednesday rolls around and not only

haven’t they jumped, but they complain
that you didn’t give them clear enough

direction or the right resources, and that
the expectation was unrealistic. Or, they
find a million other reasons why it’s

not their fault that the task didn’t get

done and why you’re to blame instead.
In a nutshell, the Weasel has elevated
passive-aggression to an art form.
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Ph.D., a professor of management at
Business, are usually people-pleasers

who have trouble with confrontation and
don’t feel comfortable directly criticizing
anyone or anything—a tendency

that turns into indirect aggression.

Indeed, Stephan Dilchert, Ph.D., an

assistant professor of management at
Baruch College who focuses on the

role of personality and other employee

the little things, while ignoring the core

fact, he cautions against being accusatory,

Downey Hart, Ph.D., a management

defensive—but you should “put it straight

of the problem.” According to Renee

professor at LeMoyne College’s Madden
School of Business, we all occasionally

Moreover, Lechner adds, since this

personality type generally is rooted in

detecting a truly passive-aggressive

to deal with them is to help them feel

remark or blame other people; however,
officemate means scoping out patterns
and noting what they consistently do
over time.

SURVIVING AN ENCOUNTER
Since Weasels thrive when no one

“channel their aggression into those really

confronting them directly about their

annoying, behind-the-back habits, or on

on the table.”

drop the ball, make an offhand cutting

characteristics in determining workplace
behaviors, notes that such people

as this will just make the Weasel

calls them out, Dilchert recommends

behavior. It doesn’t have to get nasty—in

a deep sense of insecurity, another way
secure. Since the Weasel doesn’t feel safe
voicing his or her true opinion, it might
help to “create a safe environment for

a person like that so they feel less of
a need to please... and feel that what
they say is ok, even if it’s not accepted.”
This allows the Weasel to speak with
a more authentic voice and be more
direct about his or her feelings.

can’t deal with him,” and “I’m not asking
her—I remember what happened the
last time.”

UNDERSTANDING THEIR BEHAVIOR
People who fit this description, according
to Lechner, crave attention and power,

“even if the power that they access isn’t

real.” But, added Hart, don’t let the tough

exterior fool you—many Dragons are super
sensitive at their core and act out because
they don’t feel valued or listened to.
SURVIVING AN ENCOUNTER

The Fire-Breathing Dragon
also known as “perpetuis clamabat”
(perpetually shouting)
HOW TO IDENTIFY ONE
You may find him skulking about in his

office, awaiting a brave fool to challenge
him on the latest cost report figures, or

hear her roar throughout the halls, as

she bellows insults like, “You’ve screwed
everything up!” and “I have never seen

anyone so incompetent in my life! How

do you even manage to get dressed in the

Lechner said that when it comes to these

is, in short, the tart-tongued office bully

everything to do with them and nothing

morning?!?” The Fire-Breathing Dragon
who would never offer constructive

feedback when a personal dig would do.
God save the company interns—and

you, should you ever need the Dragon
for anything. Those who do will

invariably elbow each other and shuffle

their feet, mumbling, “You talk to him—I

fire-breathers, the drama generally has
to do with you, which means their

behavior is likely to continue, no matter

what you say. Instead, she advised, it’s best
not to go along with their “personality

challenges” and refuse to be intimidated,
choosing simply to turn your back and
not return their venom in kind.

The Sniper
also known as “numquam beatus” (never happy)
HOW TO IDENTIFY ONE
You’re really excited about the big,

important project you’ve been assigned
to, and you’ve got a million ideas for
making it an unequivocal success.

You bring up the first concept in your

meeting with the team and think you’re
doing swell. And then: BANG! The

board will never accept it, so come up

Dilchert said that while this sort of

The Sniper says nothing and, instead,

rather than rational, place, “I find it most

yourself, you ask, “So what’s your idea?”
chooses that precise moment to take a
bathroom break.

UNDERSTANDING THEIR BEHAVIOR

Sniper moves in and shoots your idea full

Underneath the Sniper’s disagreeable

will never work and, by the way, the firm

narrow-minded perspective, Dilchert

of holes, proclaiming that it won’t work,

has tried it before. Still, you push forward
and whip out another idea. BANG! Your
idea is too expensive, too impractical,

too pedestrian. You’re hurting, but you’re
not out of the game yet. You unveil

your next idea, the one that you’re sure
is going to wow everyone. Not so. The
Sniper has you in the crosshairs and

BANG! The boss will never accept it, the

SURVIVING AN ENCOUNTER

with something new. Barely restraining

and pessimistic nature very often lies a
said. It’s not that a Sniper thinks every

behavior springs from an emotional,

productive to combat it with rational
argument.” If you know you’re going

to be dealing with a Sniper, make sure

you’ve covered your bases by anticipating
potential arguments or problems that

might be brought up, as “you need to be
better prepared than they are.”

idea is bad, but that he or she simply

Of course, not everything can be

points of view and new ideas.” Moreover,

better to ask a Sniper for specifics, Hart

“lacks the openness to consider other
Lechner added, their judgmental

attitudes toward others often reflect their
own harsh judgments of themselves—
they simply turn their internal states

outward, to everyone else’s detriment.

anticipated—in which case it might be

said. “[Ask them] what specifically sucks?
What specifically are they unhappy with?
Folks like that talk in generalities, so if

you try to get them to nail it down, you

will find they have a hard time doing it.”

NEXTGEN
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The Ostrich

HOW TO IDENTIFY ONE

SURVIVING AN ENCOUNTER

Those who fall within this category are

Lechner advises against confrontation, as

any lengths not to address a crisis head

even further into denial. Instead, keep in

so conflict-avoidant that they will go to

also known as “in caput tegit arenis”
(buries head in sand)

on. Their end of a conversation typically
sounds like this: “Problem? There’s no

problem here. What’s that? Revenues are
way down, expenses are way up, Johnson

just threw up in the client’s lap, the break
room is on fire, and due to a shipping

error we now have 12 hives worth of live
bees flying through the office, one of

which just stung the CFO who’s allergic?
Huh. No, sorry, I don’t see the problem
here. What’s that? I’m on fire right

now? Don’t worry. If I just ignore it long

it could make the Ostrich dig in and go
mind that an Ostrich’s motivations are

more emotional than rational, so take an
empathetic approach, Dilchert suggests.

What’s important, he said, is to get them
to understand that they’re only hurting

themselves when they ignore problems.
You might have some luck, he said,

appealing to them on an emotional level,
emphasizing that you know what they’re
talking about and that you’ve gotten
through similar situations.

enough, it will all go away.” Fortunately,

Another tactic is to, rather than thinking

much everyone knows their deal but them.

co-workers to chime in and make it

Ostriches aren’t difficult to spot—pretty

UNDERSTANDING THEIR BEHAVIOR
Ostriches use denial as a defense
mechanism, because they simply

cannot handle confrontation, Lechner
explained. They’re not people you can

reason with, and they can’t be the ones

of it as a one-on-one problem, get other
a many-on-one issue. Even when the

Ostrich doesn’t agree that a problem is
worth addressing, his or her conflict-

avoidant personality will lead him or her
to take action just to appease people and
shut off the growing conflict.

you rely on out on the battlefield because

Still, at the end of the day, Ostriches

sad part, Dilchert said, is that they lack

ready, Lechner said, and that’s under their

that’s the last place they want to be. The
the foresight to understand that “they

hurt themselves by refusing to recognize

won’t approach a problem until they’re
control, not yours.

problems early enough.”

danger

The Sasquatch
Dealing with a Sasquatch is complicated
in a way that dealing with your most
irritating co-worker is not: Unlike

your peers, your manager has actual
authority over you and can have
a far greater impact on your

job. Consequently, reacting
to personalities that are,

at best, annoying and, at

worst, destructive can be
a delicate process, one

that might come down to

seeking the help of a third
party such as your
human resources

department, which
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the conflict and deal with any policy

he

a

also known as “Curabitur sit ametr” (Crazy Manager)

ad

!

violations that have occurred.

beyond your own remedies, Hart

When should you get a third party

companies have ombudspersons or

involved? Dilchert recommends

trying to discuss things with the

offending party first. “Most workplace
problems should first be discussed

directly with the parties involved,” he
said. However, you should send out

an SOS when a manager’s behavior

feels abusive, which is something that

should never be allowed, Lechner said.

said. According to Dilchert, some
mediators who can assist in cases

where junior employees are concerned
about potential retaliation, as when

the bad co-worker is your boss. These

people, he said, are trained specifically
for these situations, and will support

employees without taking sides, which
could escalate the issue.

You may also want to call for backup

Regardless of whom you reach out to

is being negatively impacted. When

along the way, in case you ever need to

if you reach a point where the work

performance suffers, it’s time to move

on this matter, maintain a paper trail
back up your claims.

HOW TO IDENTIFY ONE

The Parrot

These creatures have a tell-tale call, which
sounds something like this: “Oh my god,
I have just got to tell you what I heard

also known as “os malitiosi”
(malicious big mouth)

about Joe in accounts payable! You’re

busy? Trust me, this can’t wait. Well, you

know Dana in communications? The one

with all the plastic surgery, who just got a

divorce because her husband was cheating
on her with one of his students? You will

not believe what she and Joe have been…
Wait a minute, before I go further, you’ve
got to promise not to tell anyone. I don’t
want people thinking I’m some sort of
gossip or anything.”

UNDERSTANDING THEIR BEHAVIOR
According to Dilchert, the Parrot’s

curious about what others are doing or

to use hearsay as a way to buy loyalty and

in a desire to socialize, but in a need to feel

share those stories to make yourself seem

sense to wonder, if they’re talking smack

penchant for loose lips is rooted not only

better about him- or herself. “What makes
it destructive is not that you’re slightly

want to tell a nice story, but [that you]

better, above or holier-than-thou,” he said.

In addition, Lechner said, Parrots also tend

SURVIVING AN ENCOUNTER

establish connections—though it makes

Disengage, disengage, disengage. Giving

about someone else, what are they saying

her behavior, and may wrongly suggest to

about you when you’re not around?

the Parrot an audience only enables his or
others that you’re of the same ilk. One way
to detach, Lechner offered, is to make it

clear which conversations you’re willing to
participate in and which you are not. “By

doing that, you set and reinforce the norm
that governs the relationship,” she said.
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Here’s one way to, as Lechner suggests,
divert, avert and dodge: When you see

that the Parrot is getting ready to go on a
tear, say something like, “Before you get
started on that story, we had a problem

with this report and the stats don’t come
up right—I’ll need to give this my full
attention right now.”

N

“In general, I basically continue to act like a professional. I'm a nice
person and so I really try to treat everyone with the same level of
courtesy and respect. All the while, though, I try to remember that
I'm there at the office to do a job. You either like your co-workers or
dislike them, but at the end of the day, regardless of whether you
do or not, there's still a job that needs to be done. Acting cordially and
professionally will help you to interact with the people you need to deal
with; at that point, you can be engaging and friendly with the people
--Sharon Siegel, CPA, Blauvelt, N.Y.
you actually do like.”
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